UNITARY BORDISM OF CLASSIFYING SPACES OF QUATERNION GROUPS
In [6] we have defined three elements of U 2 (BY) denoted by A 9 B, C as Euler classes for MU of irreducible representations of Γ of dimension 1 over C. Let w^+i 6 £^4«+i(i?Γ), ί^+i G £/4,j+i {BY) be respectively A Π ^4^+3 and B n ^4^+3. Our first result is: THEOREM 
The set {w4«+i,^4/i+i ? W4«+3}«>o is a system of generators for the U*(pt)-module U*(BΓ).
Their orders are given by: THEOREM 2.6. We have: ord^4 w+ 3 = 2 2n + 3 .
THEOREM 2.8. We have: ordί^+i = ordt;4 W+ i = 2 Λ+1 .
Now let Ω* be U*(pt) [[Z] ] graded by taking dimZ = 4. If P(Z) = E/>r α ί z/ G Ω « and a r Φ ° then we denote v{P) = 4r. Let W, V\ 9 Vι be the submodules of U*(BY) generated respectively by {w 4n +3}n>o, {U4n+ι}n>o, {^4«+i}«>o. The following result gives the {/*(/?f)-module structure of U*(BY) and uses the elements T(Z) G Ω 4 , J(Z) G Ω o as defined in [6] , Section II. 
In Section III we consider U*(BΓ k ), k>4. We assume that the reader is acquainted with the notations and results of [6] .
I. Preliminaries and notations. The notation C4-AHSS will be used for the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence corresponding to the homology theory determined by MU\ μ and μ 1 denote the edge homomorphisms U*(X) -> H*(X) and U*(X) -> H*(X) obtained from the corresponding to u n+2 k> then the element
Evidently the same method produces fundamental classes for the homology theory defined by the spectrum H. 
deduced from the canonical Thorn class ίo(τ), τ being the normal bundle of an embedding
is a fundamental class for M n .
Proof. From 1.3 we have
Since / is a map of spectra the unit of H is the composite v: S° -M
U ^H and hence M~)(
is a Thorn class t\ for H and therefore
is a fundamental class for M n . n
The notation c(M n ) will be for the fundamental class [M n , 1] £ U n (M n ) and Ci(M w ) e H n (M n ) will be the fundamental class If PD or PDi denotes the Poincare duality then we have: PROPOSITION 
The following diagram commutes
where h is a map classifying τ and N a tubular neighborhood of N m homeomorphίc to D(τ) {see [3] , [7] We shall give a proof of the next result which can be found in [7] : In order to calculate U*(BT k ) we first consider the case k = 3: Γ 3 = Γ, the quaternion group of order 8. We recall that Γ = {± 1, ±i, ±j, ±k} subject to the relations i 2 In Section II the following Euler class for MU will be of fundamental importance (see [6] ): The C/*-AHSS of BY collapses and we have a filtration of U n {BΓ):
being the /7-skeleton of BY. Moreover / M // P _ ljί+1 = H P (BY, U q {pή). we see that q*(Aι n t 4n^) and q*(B\ Π ^+3) generate the group bundle. Since V r is a [/-manifold the stable tangent bundle of V r has a complex structure and the above relation (1) determines a unique complex structure on the stable tangent bundle of W r + m~n (see [5] , page 16). Then we define /!:
g{\. Moreover, the following diagram is commutative:
PD PD PD being the Poincare duality (see [2] , [7] ). Now, there is a map Δ: U*(BΓ) -> t/*(2?Γ) defined by Δ(x) = Dnx, with D = e(f/), the Euler class of >/. The map Δ is a homomorphism of graded C/*(p^)-modules of degree -4. V a n w 4n^ = 0. As in Proposition 2.6 of [6] we have a n = Se n , e n e U*(pή. We form a n Z + + a 0 Z n + ι -e n T(Z) = α;.^2 + + a' 0 Z n + ι + F X (Z\ v{F x ) > 4(π + 1) and by taking the cup-product by W4 n +j we obtain: aow$ -\ h a n w4 n +i = a 
